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Dear Parents / Carers,
It may have been a short half term, at 5 weeks, but we have certainly managed to pack lots in. Our
year 2 and year 6 children made us incredibly proud with the mature way that dealt with their SATs
tests. They demonstrated all of our school values and epitomised our school motto of “be the best
you can be”. We have also managed to squeeze in three residential trips in this short half term
(photos of which can be seen on the class pages of the newsletter).
A red, white and blue day!
What a wonderful way to end a busy half term … celebrating the Queen’s platinum jubilee. It was
lovely to see all of the red, white and blue outfits.

During the afternoon the children enjoyed moving around different activities on the field, working in
their team colours. It was wonderful to observe children across different classes working together.
As always, our older children showed their wonderful, caring personalities by helping the younger
children in their team. Some of the activities included French cricket, a selfie station, diablos, space
hoppers, human guess who, yo-yos, Chinese jump rope, tin can alley and a scavenger hunt.
I think the highlight for the children was the squash and cake at the tea party. Everyone had good
fun listening to songs from different decades and trying to guess which staff member had chosen
each song.
We must say a big thank you to the Friends for their support in helping this event to take place.
They kindly donated the decorations, squash and cake.
An extra special thank you goes to Richard Gilligan, Alice Whittingham, Rachel Pailes, Fiona Keysell
and Katy Johnson for helping to set up all the decorations and tables on the day. It looked truly
amazing!
The Friends have also kindly agreed to fund a commemorative keepsake for every child in the
school, for them to remember this momentous occasion. These will be handed out after half term.

Wagtail
The Wagtails have had yet another busy and fun half term and are
unbelievably fast approaching their final half term of this school year. We
have been able to see how their confidence and skills have continued to
develop both within the Nursey and throughout the school grounds.

This half term has focused largely around the further development of our outside area, with new
clearly defined areas of learning supporting ‘in the moment planning’. The children have enjoyed
exploring the different areas and making their independent play choices. The construction area has
been a firm favourite, with children enjoying lots of construction role play. This has provided many
opportunities to work together, negotiate and share ideas and be creative in their use of the
resources. The mud pit has been especially popular, which has not only supported their role play and
gross physical skills but has also provided a perfect space for conversation and discussions to take
place.

The Nursery Garden has continued to be a source of inspiration for the children, providing ‘ingredients’
for gathering and cooking in the mud kitchen or mixing intriguing potions. The children have enjoyed
problem solving whilst making their own dens. These have been great shelters for some of their mud
kitchen creations and have kept them warm and dry with blankets while listening to the rain drops on
the tarpaulin.

The children have been interested in junk box modelling, they have demonstrated their imagination
and creativity skills using a variety of junk boxes, paint and craft resources. We have seen a hat
representing Rapunzel's hair, treasure chests and bracelets for Moana. Stories and storytelling are
always a firm favourite within the Nursery, the children have also shown lots of interest in non-fiction
books while supporting a current interest in ‘under the sea’. We have had lots of fun creating our own
stories using pictures of characters from stories and whilst using the story dice.

Wren Class
This half term has been jam packed in Wren Class.
We have been learning lots about ‘all things that
grow’. The term started with a look at the change in
seasons as we searched for signs of Spring at the
school. The children then went on to plant and grow
their own sunflowers! We learned lots about how to look after plants and
what they need to grow successfully.

We read the story of Jack and The Beanstalk and enjoyed retelling the story and making up our own
versions using puppets. The children also created a beanstalk in the classroom that reached all the way
to the top of the ceiling! Some children wrote about the characters and learned to use describing words
to tell one another what the characters were like.

The children were very excited to welcome some new classmates to Wren Class this half term... we
had tadpoles! The children were fascinated to learn about the life cycle of frogs and watch them slowly
change. We now have 6 froglets all eager to escape and get back to the pond!

We also learned about the lifecycles of butterflies and used the story ‘The Hungry Caterpillar’ to
enhance our learning around this. Minibeasts was a popular topic of conversation, so we decided to
conduct bug hunts and be minibeast explorers!
In Phonics we have been focusing on consolidating our knowledge of set 2 sounds and ‘special friends’
(digraphs/trigraphs) where 2 or 3 letters sit next to one another in words and make one sound. We
have been reading and spelling words with these sounds in and even using our phonetic knowledge to
write as we move on to learning to write sentences.
In Maths we have learned about the teen numbers 11-20 and incorporated these into our counting and
development of number concepts. We have been adding numbers and subtracting numbers, learning to
use unifix, numicon, number tracks and tens frames to help us.

Linked to our interest in growing plants we had a go at using water colour paints and oil pastels to do
observational pictures of flowers. We looked at Vincent Van Gogh’s famous painting ‘The Sunflowers’ as
inspiration to paint our own sunflower pictures and predict what we think the sunflowers we planted
might look like.
One week we examined the work of Andy Goldsworthy who uses natural materials to create is pieces of
art. The children went to the forest school area to find their own things to use to make works of art.

Our learning about plants growing also led us to explore more about fruits and vegetables that grow
and where food comes from. The explored more about ‘healthy eating’ and made healthy lunchboxes.
We also made our own self-portraits inspired by the artist Giuseppe Arcimboldo who used vegetables
to make pictures of people. The children used vegetables to represent different parts of their faces.
Mirrors were used to aid the children in deciding how to make their vegetable collages and identify
facial features.

Ask the children about our ‘zones of regulation’. The children continue to learn that it is ok to have all
different kinds of feelings and identify what might make us feel this way. The children are also learning
ways to manage their feelings. In music and art focused sessions, we have listened to music or looked
at a piece of art and talked about how it makes this feel and what ‘zone of regulation’ this feeling
might relate to.

The end of this half term has been all about The Queens Platinum Jubilee. The role-play area was
dressed up for a royal tea party! We have been thinking about and planning for all they ways we might
celebrate. The children made Union Jack flags, red, white and blue bunting, as well as crowns to wear
at the Wicklewood whole school tea party. Tea/juice and cake is just what we all needed to celebrate
the end of a great half term in Wren Class!

Robin Class

Phonics:
We have worked hard to learn our sounds and master blending of real and nonsense words in
preparation for our phonics check which is happening after half term. As well as our normal phonics
sessions every day, we have also played lots of games and done lots of extra practise.

Cookery – fresh fruit salads:
We learnt lots of skills, such as how to peel and chop safely. We also developed our food hygiene and
showed great courage when trying lots of different fruits.

Maths:
We have mastered dividing by sharing into equal groups. This helped us with our learning in our
fraction unit when we thought about splitting things up into equal pieces.

We have become fraction super stars in maths. The children have become really confident at
recognising a ½ and a ¼.

We opened our own pizza parlour in Robin Class and made our partner’s pizzas, cutting them into the
fraction that they ordered.
The children have also enjoyed starting our position and direction topic, including making different
turns. We parked our cars in different directions using paint to see the turns and which way the car
was facing.

Children had to set out 4 objects and choose a starting place. Other children had to watch their group
and guess what turn and direction they had made.

Geography:
We have leant lots about the 4 countries of the UK, their flags and capital cities. We have also looked
at their human and physical features (linking back to our previous topic, children had remembered this
learning well).

Science – plants:
We have really enjoyed nurturing and growing our own plants this half term.

Looking at similarities and differences between different plants. We have been learning about how
plants grow, what they need, what they grow from (bulbs/seeds) and what each part of the plant does.

Swift Class

Firstly, I (Mr Paice) must open by apologising for the lack of information on the following Swift class
page it has been a busy final week for all of us at school with Miss Harvey starting her maternity leave.
Mrs Fox and Mrs Sanders will be able to provide a more comprehensive update in our final newsletter
of the year next half term. Please also feel free to attend our second meet the teacher session and look
at the children’s work.
This half term in Swift class has seen new teachers, SAT examinations and even the arrival of a baby!
Meet the Teachers:
It was fantastic to see so many parents/carers taking the time to come into school and meet the new
class teachers Mrs Fox and Mrs Sanders. As a school we are hoping to do more events such as this
allowing us to gain parent feedback on issues and communicate how the children are progressing in
school. After speaking to parents, I think all appreciated the chance to look in the children’s books at
the wonderful work they have been producing after the long COVID era.
The next opportunity to ‘meet the teachers’ will be on Wednesday 8th June 3:20pm-3:50pm in the
school hall. If you are thinking of attending please let us know by contacting the school office. This way
we can ensure your child’s books are collected up and ready waiting in the hall for you to have a look
at.
A quick thank you to those of parents/carers who gave feedback after the last session on the format of
the event, it was very helpful to know when planning future events.
Mrs Sanders will be teaching the class Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday.
Mrs Fox will be teaching the class Thursday and Friday.
New Arrival!
Miss Harvey being her usual organised self, had worked hard to ensure all planning, school reports and
even jubilee celebration playlist had been prepared prior to her last day but was not expecting her last
day to quite come as early as it did…
We are pleased to announce that Miss Harvey gave birth to her baby boy Patrick and that mother and
baby are doing well. We are missing Miss Harvey and her musical energy but would like to wish her
well for her maternity leave with her new addition.
Science: Living things and their habitats
As part of their work in Science with Mrs
Sanders and Mrs Fox the children had the
opportunity to create their own dioramas to
represent different habitats. This was an
activity which involved thinking creatively
whilst learning lots about the differences
between habitats. Here is an example of what
a good one looks like should any of you wish
to create your own over half term using old
shoe boxes.
The habitats could be ocean, desert,
rainforest, savannah the choice is yours!

Greenfinch Class
Here we are at the end of the penultimate half term of year 3, I really
don’t know how that is possible! The children have continued to work
their hardest and get stuck in to so many different and exciting learning
activities. Here is a little taste of what we have been up to.
Maths – Measuring length
The children have made the most of the warmer weather and have been
able to apply their measuring skills outside this half term. We have learnt
the correct way to measure accurately using a ruler with centimetres and millimetres to measure
smaller objects and also using a metre ruler to measure larger objects. We have learnt how to convert
measurements between mm, cm and m to help us add and subtract when solving real life problems
and how to calculate the perimeter of shapes and objects.

Maths Rolling Numbers
Miss Jell’s socks were well and truly blown off this week as we practised rolling our numbers as usual
at 9am. However, on this day, instead of using the screen prompts to help them, the class took over
and rolled ALL their numbers from the 10s through to the 9s with no help at all! It was amazing and
showed how hard the children have been working to learn their times tables facts by heart this year
and it was wonderful to see how proud the class were of themselves. We are currently creating our
own Rolling Number videos to share with the other classes in the school to help spread our love of
times tables. Awesome work – “Whoop, there it is!”, Greenfinches!

P.E. Cricket coaching
Between Easter and half term, Year 3 have been fortunate enough to benefit from professional cricket
coaching in their Monday P.E. lessons. They have learnt so many new skills including how to throw
and catch accurately over short and long distances, how to bowl a ball using the “star throw”, how to
bowl to hit a target, how to work as a team and how to apply all these skills and techniques to a game
of cricket. The children have had a wonderful time!

P.E. NCFC Sports morning for KS2
On 16th and 17th May a team from Norwich City Football Club came into school to develop the children’s
physical skills, techniques and stamina. The children were very excited about the day and spend the
whole morning outside in the sunshine taking part in a fantastic range of sporting challenges.

Lapwing Class
Highlight of this half-term was our residential trip to Aylmerton Outdoor
Education Centre. As well as providing enriched Geography and Science
learning opportunities, it involved plenty of fun and physical activity! It was
wonderful to get to know each other outside of school, a first experience
away from home for many, and making lots of special memories. Don’t
forget you can still be table managers at home!

In the classroom, we have been busy with fractions and decimals in Maths, whilst in English we have
been writing inspired by the Cressida Cowell books How to Train a Dragon and How to be a Viking. We
also enjoyed performing the Please Mrs Butler poem by Allan Ahlberg and adding our own stanzas.
In Science, we have been learning about living things and their habitats including going on an
invertebrate hunt in micro habitats around the school. We have explored spreadsheets in Computing
and are learning about the Anglo-Saxon invasion in History ahead of our upcoming trip to West Stow.
In our final two weeks, we have undertaken our DT textiles project, designing and making our own
bags. Mr Allard, Mrs Anthoni and Mrs BW need half-term to recover from threading so many needles!

Kestrel Class
What a busy half term! We arrived back in style with an art week,
learning about the life and works of L.S. Lowry. The following week we
honed our cookery skills! We had cricket lessons from Ian in PE and
began to prepare for sports day! But of course, the real highlight of our
half term was our trip to the Peak District – we’ll all be needing a wellearned rest after such a busy time!
Cricket
Each week, Ian gave us a new skill to work on including batting, throwing, catching and bowling. We
learnt about teamwork and strategy building and incorporated our sports values. We found that we
have some star cricketers, including some very talented girls who surprised themselves!

L.S. Lowry
The Kestrels had a fantastic week learning all about L.S. Lowry – a British artist who found his fame
‘came all too late’ and died just months before a show honouring him in London. He lived an
unhappy life, never feeling good enough for his mother who wanted him to be a businessman and
disapproved of his art. Lowry also struggled with social interaction as he had Asperger’s syndrome
and his challenges in life inspired his ‘bleak’ artwork. We were able to use examples of his pieces to
create our own Lowry colour palette to combine with our learning about watercolour techniques to
create Lowry-inspired cityscapes.

A seasonal soup!
A firm highlight for Kestrel was our DT and cookery topic, learning about how food gets from farm to
fork, where food is grown, caught and reared in the UK and seasonality of crops. We then discussed
allergies and how we account for different food needs when we are finding recipes and ingredients.
After that we enjoyed a soup tasting, sampling different soup styles to support us with creating a
design criteria considering taste, appearance and texture. To prepare us for cooking we looked at
different soup recipes, thought about ways to keep ourselves safe in the kitchen and learnt about
the different tools we would be using. The next day we had a successful cooking day with everyone
making soup to take home! When sampling their soups, the Kestrels really enjoyed them and many
remarked on how they wanted to have a go at home using different ingredients!

Peak District Geography Field Trip
The Kestrels had an amazing time in the Peak District making fantastic memories, looking at the
features of the upper course of a river and practicing our orienteering and map-reading skills with
plenty of adventurous activities packed in too! As always, the views were phenomenal and the
children thrived with the opportunity to explore their learning in an active outdoor environment.
Once again, the instructors commented on how well-prepared the children were for the outdoor
environment, especially when the weather wasn’t on our side – a testament to how well all the
outdoor learning at Wicklewood prepares them for these trips!

Kingfisher Class
It’s been a busy half term for Year 6s. They have been super studious –
working hard in preparation for their SATs tests and then actually doing
them! We are so proud of all the hard work they have put in and the way
they managed to stay positive all through the week showing the school
value of self-belief.

The Curriculum
Due to SATs tests this half term, we have had a little less time to spend on other curriculum areas.
We have managed to finish our RE unit on The Resurrection; studied classification in Science; spent
time learning about our rights and staying safe (see below), begun learning our music/parts for our
end of year performance and have written our memory pieces for our Leavers’ Books. After half
term, we will be studying short history, geography, art and DT units most of which are linked to our
local area.

PSHE- STAMP IT OUT!
In previous lessons we have covered topics
such as human rights, peer pressure and
the meaning of consent.
Today we were able to focus on behaviours
that make us feel uncomfortable and
recognise as a class the need to both report
and stop these forms of incidents. After all
anonymously sharing our thoughts and
feelings around the issue we discussed
examples as a class. The message behind
the lesson was to ‘stamp it out’ and to
symbolise this all pupils drew around their
feet and decorated the inside with all the
inappropriate behaviour that could upset
someone.
The team in year 6 were impressed with the
pupils mature approach to the lesson and it
was great to see that the children felt at
ease being able to voice their worries. We
will continue to work on a ‘stamp it out’
culture after the success of ‘be better not
bitter’ earlier in the school year.

Here are a few examples of the work pupils created after our PSHE lesson on rights and staying
safe.
Our goal is to continue to support the children as they approach the end to their time at Wicklewood
and prepare them for the prospect of being young adults at their next school.

Hilltop Residential Visit – May 2022
Kingfisher Class had the most memorable time at Hilltop Outdoor Centre near Sheringham in the
final week of this half term. It was a busy, jam-packed and exhilierating few days which resulted in
very tired, exhausted children coming away with great memories to last a life time.The children
really did challenge themselves and demonstrated, as a class, how resilient, encouraging and
positive they are with each other and themselves. Below are some example photographs of different
activities. When we have a spare moment, we will endeavour to create a short video/slideshow to
share more of our wonderful time away…

What else…

PE and school sports update:
NCFC visit:
The whole school enjoyed a visit from the NCFC coaches, completing lots of different skills and
activities throughout the day. There was a strong focus on values in sport.

Paralympian visit:
The school won a competition to do with the common wealth games, our
prize was a visit from paralympic swimmer, Jessica-Jane Applegate. This
was a really inspiring visit which helped us to realise that we can overcome
difficulties and achieve great things, in line with our courage and self-belief
values.

We received some very exciting news this week, we have been awarded
a gold kite mark for PE! This recognises the extra sporting opportunities
available to children at the school over the year. We are really proud of
this achievement!

We have lots of exciting things coming up with school sport and PE next half term – sports day, a
trampolining fun day, active travel week, several competitions for various year groups, extra
swimming opportunities and much more! More details to follow but we have lots to look forward to!

An update from The Friends ….
It’s been another busy period for the Friends working towards fulfilling our mission of being…
“…. more than simply a fundraising mechanism. The Friends exists to provide closer links between school and home, bringing
parents, carers, staff and friends together socially in support of the school to support the education and wellbeing of its pupils”.

World Book Day
The World Book Day Sale raised £140 for the school’s library - thank you to everyone who donated books, helped man the stalls
and bought books on the day. Ketts Books came on board, offering a huge discount which enabled Miss Carr to select 20 brand
new books for our library. We hope the children enjoy reading these new additions and we hope to add more through future book
sales.

Spring Fling:
Even the bad weather did not stop the school coming together to celebrate the last day of the Spring Term with fun and games at
the Spring Fling. Huge thanks goes again to Fiona who took the lead on this event and the volunteers who helped make it possible.
In total, the Spring Fling raised £336.10 which will go towards the School’s Sensory Garden project.

Wicklewood Egg Trail:
We were blown away by the creativity and artistic talents the children displayed when decorating this year’s Jubilee themed Eggs.
We have had lots of lovely feedback from the village and were so pleased to see that families outside of our school took part in the
trail.
Thank you so much once more to our Egg Sponsors, many of whom are parents/carers at the school, this event would not be
possible without your support. Sponsorship and Map sales mean that this year the Egg Trail raised £585.
The class with the most entries this year was Greenfinch (Year 3) with Ben
Cameron taking home the prize Easter Egg.
The winner of the selfie competition was judged by one of our independent local
sponsors who chose the below image of Peggy from Robin Class, who won a 2
man tent kindly donated by Wicklewood based camping, caravanning and
outdoor equipment specialists PJ Outdoors www.pjoutdoors.co.uk whose
comments were, ‘Its not everyday you see a unicorn’.

Cakes for Coaches:
Thank you to all our cake bakers and buyers who once again ensured we had a very
successful bake sale. This term’s Cakes for Coaches raised £172.85 which has taken our
coach total to just under the halfway mark £827.07.
You may be happy to know this was the last bake sale for this academic year, as next half
term (weather permitting) we will start our Summer Ice cream Sales - with all proceeds
still going to funding coaches. Starting on the 17th of June, Ice cream Fridays will run for
five consecutive weeks finishing on the 15th of July.
We will still need volunteers to help us man the stalls. Ice creams will vary in price and
we will make sure there are suitable options for those intolerant to dairy or vegan.

Jubilee Celebrations:
We were delighted to support the school’s Jubilee Celebrations on Friday 27th May by
providing the decorations, refreshments and keepsakes to create special
memories for this historic event.

100 Club winners and new prize
announcement
Congratulations to the Spring Term 100 Club winners, drawn by
Rachael Wolstenholme at the Spring Fling!
The Summer Draw and all subsequent draws, will include an extra 4th
prize which we feel will be in great demand……….. A designated
parking space in the school car park, valid for a whole term! Just
think, no need to arrive 30 minutes early any more!
For those who have not joined the 100 Club yet, there are approximately
50 balls left in the draw. To register your interest in these balls please
email friends100@wicklewood.norfolk.sch.uk and we will send you the
application form as soon as the balls are ready to be released. These
will be allocated on a first come first served basis.
As a reminder each ball is £2 per month paid by standing order into
the Friends’ bank account. Draws take place termly.

Upcoming events:

After the half-term holiday we have some more exciting opportunities to get together, celebrate the School year and raise some
funds for the School:
●
●
●

Ice cream Fridays from 17th June;
Sports day on Friday 24th June including the inaugural [year 6] colour run;
Summer Fair (date to be confirmed).

We desperately need your help to ensure that these events can run and be a success. Please volunteer some time to run a stall, set
up the stands or clear up afterwards.
Wishing all of our families a happy half term, and we look forward to seeing you back in
school on Monday 6th June.
Please note the changes to collection and drop off times (see separate email) with all
classes school day starting at 8:50am.
Kind regards,
Mr Paice

